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ABSTRACT

underlying technology remains replayable [4]. Historically,
most password managers rely on a master password either
stored in the cloud or locally on a computer.

Visually impaired users face various challenges in web authentication. We designed UniPass, an accessible password
manager for visually impaired users based on a smart device.
To evaluate UniPass, we tested and compared UniPass with
two commercial password managers: LastPass, a popular password manager and StrongPass, a smart device-based password
manager. Our study results of ten users, six blind and four with
low vision, suggest that password managers are a promising
authentication approach for visually impaired users. Participants using UniPass had the highest task completion rate
and took the shortest time to complete an authentication related task. Furthermore, the majority (seven out of ten) of our
participants preferred UniPass over LastPass and StrongPass.

The recent advent of smart devices and wearable technology
has motivated a great amount of existing research dedicated
to authentication on those devices (e.g., unlocking the device).
Because of the great capabilities and ubiquitous presence of
these devices, systems such as Knock x Knock [13], UbiKiMa
[11], Tapas [20], and StrongPass [1] aim to provide an authentication system centered around a smart device. We believe
this will soon become the trend for password management
software. However, such systems are not designed considering
the needs of users with disabilities, making them struggle with
these systems. Users with visual impairments face various issues when dealing with password-based authentication on the
web [10]. Our work tries to bridge this gap, leveraging smartdevice based password management while making password
schemes more accessible and inclusive.
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We propose a solution by evaluating web authentication from
an accessibility perspective. Our research aims to provide
accessible web authentication through a password manager
prioritizing both usability and security. We have designed
UniPass to leverage the richness of sensors and the processing capacity of smartphones, combined with capabilities of
modern browsers to bridge usability gaps and expand the possibilities for logging into a website. People with disabilities
may not have their own computers and thus may need to use
public or shared (e.g., library) computers [10]. With UniPass,
users needing to use a public computer to log into an online
account would visit the website, hold the phone near the computer and conﬁrm their identity by scanning their ﬁngerprint,
then the login form will be ﬁlled and submitted automatically
assuming their credentials for the site are stored in the phone.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the limitations of password schemes, they are still the
most common form of logging into a website. To this date,
there is still no alternative that outperforms passwords in all
relevant aspects such as security, usability, and deployability
[4]. Novel mechanisms expecting users to change behavior
are less likely to exist long-term [5]. This supports the idea
that passwords will be around for years to come, having users
cope with issues such as reusing passwords and/or creating
passwords that are insecure but easy to remember [12]. Some
users adopt web browsers’ built-in password reminders or
dedicated passwords managers for creating, maintaining, and
remembering strong passwords. Password managers can be a
viable mechanism to help users deal with complex password
policies and a large number of online accounts, although the
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To evaluate UniPass, we recruited visually impaired users to
conduct tasks such as creating new website accounts, saving passwords to the password manager and logging in using
UniPass as well as two commercial password managers: LastPass [17] and StrongPass [1]. We aim to understand whether
password managers are a viable option for users with visual
impairments as well as whether design decisions in our system
simplify logging into a website for users with visual impairments while offering them the beneﬁts of a password manager.
Additionally, we also seek to understand this population’s
mental models, perceived security, perceived necessity and acceptance, perceived ease of use, comfort level, and perceived
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accessibility when using password managers. Our main contribution is twofold: (1) we designed an accessible smart-devicebased password manager for people with visual impairments
and (2) we conducted a comparative evaluation of our proposed system and existing password managers with visually
impaired users. The study sheds light on users’ perceptions of
password managers in general, but also uncovers accessibility
challenges of existing password managers. In addition, the
study results suggest that password managers are actually a
promising approach for accessible authentication. We discuss
how current password managers can be improved to be more
accessible, particularly for users with visual impairments.

managers including Tapas, the author’s proposed system. After comparing Tapas with Firefox’s built-in password manager
with and without a master password, the author concludes that
users found the dual-possession workﬂow introduced in Tapas
(e.g., using a computer and a smartphone) to offer similar
conveniences to that of Firefox’s built-in password manager
protected by a master password. Despite these evaluations, we
are not aware of any prior user testing of password managers
by visually impaired users.
Recommendations and Gaps in the Literature

Although not focused on accessibility, several studies in the
literature compare the usability of password managers and
provide recommendations for designers of these systems. We
made speciﬁc design decisions based on these recommendations when designing UniPass: (1) provide clear feedback
when saving and protecting a password [7]; (2) provide clear
feedback when accessing a password [7]; (3) make the current
state of the system easily determinable at all times [7]; (4)
store credentials on a device controlled by users in order to increase acceptance, perceived security, and perceived necessity
[13, 15] and (5) avoid the use of a master password to simplify
the workﬂow [20].

RELATED WORK
Smart Device-Based Password Managers

Everts et al. [11] proposed UbiKiMa, a system using a smartphone to authenticate users on the web. The system introduces
an authentication scheme based on public key cryptography as
a password replacement while supporting compatibility with
usernames and passwords as a way of gradually transitioning to the newly proposed scheme. McCarney et al. [20]
design Tapas, a password manager without a master password
that is based on the concept of dual-possession authentication,
where two independent devices are required to log in. Our
earlier work [3] introduces an inclusive authentication framework by transferring the authentication task to a smart device
(e.g., a smartphone) when logging into websites. Instead of
a master password, the system leverages the smart device’s
sensors to authenticate (e.g., biometrics). Hayashi and Hong
[13] propose Knock x Knock, a system that allows users to
authenticate to a smartphone or wearable device, which can
then log in to websites on the user’s behalf, using the device as
a password manager. Authentication will leverage the device’s
sensors instead of relying on a master password. Additionally,
the authors introduce tiered (e.g., sensitive vs. secure websites)
and location-aware (e.g., trusted locations) authentication incorporated into the password manager. Our UniPass system
differs from these existing systems mainly in terms of accessibility and deployability. We discuss these differences after
describing UniPass in the next section.

UniPass was also inspired by the literature on the issues visually impaired users face when logging into websites [6, 10,
16, 21]. For instance, it is particularly time-consuming for
visually impaired users to locate the login form on a web page
and correctly type their user names and passwords [10].
UNIPASS

The key idea of UniPass is to leverage a password manager
and smart devices, where users simply authenticate to a smart
device, allowing their login credentials to be used on another
device (e.g., a laptop or a desktop computer).
UniPass consists of three main components: a password manager application, a proxy server, and a browser client. The
password manager application could be installed on a smart
device, such as a smartphone. The proxy server could be a
web sockets server to mediate the connection between the
password manager and the browser client. The browser client
could be a browser extension or a piece of JavaScript code
handling the browser side, managing tasks such as broadcasting a device-pairing code as well as detecting, completing, and
submitting the login form automatically. Both the password
manager application and the browser client know how to reach
the proxy server (i.e., the address of the server).

Usability Evaluation of Password Managers

Chiasson et al. [7] report results of a study with 27 participants
to evaluate the usability of two password managers, including
major usability problems related to users’ mental models in
understanding how password managers work, users’ views on
the necessity of adopting a password manager as well as users’
willingness to relinquish control of passwords to a computer
program. In addition, the authors point out that incorrect mental models may cause leakage of sensitive information and
render password management systems vulnerable. Karole et
al. [15] evaluate the usability of three password managers of
distinct categories: online and portable. The authors report
that all users preferred portable password managers over online managers because users did not feel comfortable giving
control to an online entity as opposed to retaining such control over their own portable devices. McCarney [19] extends
Bonneau et al.’s [4] framework to evaluate different password

The system works by having users transfer login information
to the smart device either when creating a new account to a
website (e.g., signing up) or when logging into a website with
the intent of allowing the smart device to remember the login
information in the future. With the login credentials for a
website stored on the smart device and users at the login page,
the users will be prompted whether to use the login information
stored on the smart device for said website. If users choose
to do so, then the website and the smart device complete a
pairing process and users are asked to authenticate to the smart
device in order to authorize sharing of the credentials with the
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Figure 1: Prototype 2 of UniPass. (a) Prompt asks if a user wants to log in with her phone. (b) Browser broadcasts multiple QR codes and high-frequency
audio tones. (c) Phone recognizes audio tones and asks the user for ﬁngerprint. (d) User scans ﬁngerprint. (e) Login form is ﬁlled and submitted.

computer. Once the login information is transferred, the login
form on the computer is ﬁlled and submitted automatically.

with the help of a browser extension. From the beginning,
we presumed users with visual impairments would have great
difﬁculty scanning the QR code on the computer screen. Therefore, we developed an alternative QR code broadcast changing
the position and the size of the code randomly at every 100
milliseconds for faster scans.

UniPass differs from other password managers in two aspects:
Accessibility: This system features a minimalistic design approach favoring accessibility. Only the minimum necessary
steps and graphical elements are included to complete the task
of authentication on the smart device and to send passwords to
the computer in order to avoid overwhelming users who rely
on assistive technologies, such as screen readers. For example,
there is no user interface to see and change passwords stored
on the smart device and there are no buttons except those on
conﬁrmation dialogs. Besides, users enter their credentials
into the password manager on the computer instead of the
phone, improving the accessibility over our earlier work [3].

PreliminaryUserStudy

During the spring and summer of 2015, we conducted a formative evaluation with nine users to test our initial design: ﬁve
blind users, three users with low vision, and one sighted user.
Users were given Prototype 1 to test and were asked questions
about the overall ease of use, perceived security, and accessibility. We found users encountered difﬁculties in embracing
the steep learning curve of our prototype. We also found the
most challenging part for users was dealing with speech from
screen readers on both the computer and the smartphone. Another common issue was confusion between distinguishing
authentication to the phone and authentication to the website.
Users also struggled to complete the task of scanning the code,
even though the QR code was optimized to randomly change
its position in order to reduce the need to point accurately to
various parts of the screen.

Deployability: UniPass makes relatively minor software/hardware assumptions such as a public (desktop) computer having a speaker. Our device pairing mechanism does
not require Bluetooth as in Knock x Knock [13]. It is reasonable to assume that desktop computers are more likely to
have speakers than Bluetooth. In addition, any custom sensor
(e.g., ﬁngerprint sensor) used for authentication to the smart
device could be replaced by other, more accessible sensors
(e.g., gyroscope, accelerometer, camera, microphone) as long
as they provide a reliable method (e.g., face/voice recognition,
behavioral biometrics) to authenticate to the phone. UniPass
runs through a browser extension or JavaScript library (e.g.,
website developers can support UniPass on their websites without a browser extension). This design decision was informed
by the commodity principle of the ability-based design [24],
which suggests people with disabilities may only afford or
own low-end devices and thus accessible systems should not
rely on custom hardware or software components.

This study greatly guided our design decisions to accommodate the needs and preferences of users with visual impairments. We learned that we needed to simplify the workﬂow.
We also needed to improve prompts and user feedback as
well as the overall compatibility with screen readers. Speciﬁc
design decisions were also made based on users’ comments
and observations, which were incorporated into UniPass: (1)
make messages and prompts clearer and more speciﬁc; (2)
offer biometric authentication; (3) provide little context to
bystanders when authenticating to the smartphone; (4) show
messages only on one device (e.g., either the computer or the
smartphone) to avoid switching devices; (5) avoid touchscreen
interactions since they rely too much on visual navigation;
and (6) provide an alternative device pairing method without
visual elements (e.g., QR codes).

In order to evaluate UniPass, we iteratively developed and
tested two prototypes with visually impaired users.
Prototype 1

In our early exploration, we designed a prototype and conducted a preliminary user study. In this version of UniPass,
users paired the phone and the computer by scanning a QR
code on the computer screen and authenticated to the smartphone by performing a secret movement with the phone (e.g.,
shaking the phone). The ﬁrst prototype was developed for
Android. The computer and the phone communicated together

Prototype 2

Based on the results of the preliminary user evaluation, we developed the 2nd version of UniPass (see Figure 1) where users
would pair the computer with the phone via high-frequency
audio tones and authenticate to the phone by scanning a ﬁngerprint. Our implementation of this device-pairing mechanism
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was inspired by the Ultrasonic Networking project on Github
[23]. We still provided the QR code as a fallback pairing
approach, broadcasting codes of multiple sizes on the computer screen as we empirically veriﬁed this approach yielded
reasonably faster scans.

is detected ﬁrst is used as the pairing code to connect with the
computer over the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol.
When login information is not available on the smartphone
app, users complete the login form on the computer and then
the credentials are transferred to the smartphone for future
use: completing the login form on the phone’s touchscreen
keyboard is challenging for users with visual impairments.
Finally, the UniPass mobile app is named “Web Login” in
order for Siri/Google Now to easily detect the voice command
to open the app, saving users’ time.

We are aware that relying on a ﬁngerprint sensor on the smartphone detriments the high deployability aspect of our system.
However, we chose to deprecate the “shake the phone” device
authentication strategy because it was perceived as unreliable
in the preliminary user study. Fingerprint scanning works
as a placeholder for other device authentication mechanisms
(e.g., [2]). We used ﬁngerprint because our earlier research
found visually impaired users feel biometrics could be easy
to use [10]. Fingerprint scanning is also reasonably reliable,
easy to implement, and starts to be adopted on smartphones:
the ﬁngerprint scanner is available on the iPhone since its 5s
version and on high-end Android phones.

USER STUDY

Between February and March 2016, we conducted a study
with visually impaired users to test UniPass and compare our
system with LastPass and StrongPass, two commercial password managers. We aim to understand visually impaired users’
perceptions and experiences of these password managers and
whether our system would outperform the other two systems.

Prototype 2 was developed for iOS and Android, using a
Chrome browser extension to facilitate communication between the browser on the computer and the smartphone application. Our main user evaluation focuses on this prototype.

LastPass is a web-based password manager providing a web
browser extension capable of storing usernames and passwords
in a centralized “vault” (i.e., a password database). To log
into a website on a computer, users enter their LastPass master
password into the browser extension and the browser extension
will automatically ﬁll the login forms of websites if the login
information is in the “vault.” We chose LastPass because it is
a popular password manager.

FeaturesforVisuallyImpairedUsers

We implemented speciﬁc features in order to make the workﬂow of UniPass accessible to users with visual impairments.
These features are present so users can easily complete the
tasks necessary to transfer data between the computer and the
smartphone, authenticate to the phone, and log into a website.
Instructions are present at all times and are as speciﬁc as possible. All prompts and messages are read aloud by the screen
reader through accessible dialogs on the login and registration
pages when the screen reader is activated. These dialogs are
implemented with Accessible Rich Internet Applications Suite
(ARIA) roles and other attributes. Buttons and other graphical
elements are avoided throughout the workﬂow and are used
only when absolutely necessary (e.g., conﬁrmation dialogs).
When a login page is detected by an algorithm, the system
prompts users whether they want to log in with their phone or
enter the password manually. All prompts and messages are
displayed on the computer except for the ﬁngerprint prompt.
The prompt to scan the ﬁngerprint on the smartphone can be
read aloud by the smartphone’s screen reader. The device
also vibrates every time users must scan a valid ﬁngerprint to
authorize sending of the passwords.

StrongPass is a web-based password manager providing a mobile application capable of storing usernames and passwords
on a smartphone. To log into a website with StrongPass, users
enter a master password on their smartphone and connect the
phone with the computer by scanning a QR code on the computer. Once connected, the login information is transferred to
the web browser on the computer and the login form is ﬁlled
automatically. StrongPass was chosen because it is a publicly
available smart device-based password manager.
UniPass differs from StrongPass as follows: UniPass works
without any master passwords; users enter login information
the ﬁrst time on the computer rather than on the phone; UniPass performs device pairing in an automated fashion with
QR codes and audio tones with no time limits; and UniPass
prompts consist of blocking dialog boxes so that these prompts
will be read by screen readers instead of passive address bar
icons or toolbars that cannot be read by screen readers. UniPass also differs from LastPass: LastPass does not support
using a phone to log into accounts on another computer; UniPass does not require a master password; UniPass requires a
smart device to function; UniPass asks users if they want to
complete the login form instead of automatically completing
the form; and UniPass has fewer steps before login information is stored. Finally, the major differences between UniPass
and the other two systems are: UniPass has no credential
management user interface (e.g., the ability to edit or delete
passwords) and UniPass was designed from the beginning to
work well with screen readers both on computers and phones.

Transferring login information between the smartphone and
the web page requires establishing a communication channel
between the two devices. This pairing task is usually done by
scanning a QR code representation of a text token with the
smartphone. However, our preliminary study showed users
with visual impairments often required verbal guidance in
order to scan the QR code. We offered the pairing task by
broadcasting representations of the pairing code from the computer via high-frequency audio tones and multiple QR codes
of random sizes simultaneously. When open, the smartphone
app synchronously tries to detect the high-frequency tones via
the smartphone’s microphone and the QR code via the phone’s
camera in order to start the authorization process. Whichever

We recruited visually impaired users for a study session in their
preferred location (e.g., home, ofﬁce, or our lab). We paid
each participant $20 (USD) for a session lasting approximately
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2 hours. Our study was approved by our University IRB.
We created four ﬁctitious websites mimicking the homepage,
login, and registration pages of four real websites: Amazon,
Facebook, Gmail, and the Chase bank. We hosted these test
sites in our own server with a password so that they are not
public and can only be accessed with the password. We also
developed an account management server to allow accounts
for those websites to be created and used. Our goal was
to closely mimic the user interface of real websites without
compromising our participants’ real login credentials for those
websites. Before the tasks, we explicitly told participants these
are ﬁctitious websites for testing purposes and they should not
use their actual login credentials.

overview of the two password managers he or she will test.
We also brieﬂy explained the tasks participants will perform.
For each password manager, we enabled the browser extension
for participants, saving them time from setting up any software
during the test session. If the password manager required a
master password, we asked participants to create one and tell
us in order for us to conﬁgure the chosen password into the
password manager on their behalf. If the password manager
required a smartphone to be used, we brieﬂy explained how to
navigate the touchscreen and open an app with the help of the
smartphone’s screen reader or the voice commands available
through the operating system. To test UniPass, we helped
participants register their ﬁngerprints in the smartphone and
brieﬂy explained how to use the ﬁngerprint scanner.

For every session, users tested two password managers with
the ﬁctitious websites, one password manager always being
UniPass. We did not test all three password managers at every
session in order to avoid user fatigue. We ensured the other
two password managers (LastPass and StrongPass) were tested
an equal number of times across all participants.

For every session, we randomly chose three test websites and
randomized the order of the sites. For each password manager,
we ﬁrst provided participants a training by verbally guiding
them to: (a) create a new account on website #1, saving the
password to the password manager; and (b) log into website #1
with the password manager. We provided this training so that
participants can have a basic and comparable understanding
of how each password manager works.

We provided a laptop computer with Windows 8, ZoomText
10, JAWS 17 screen reader, and the browser extensions for
each password manager pre-installed. We also provided a
smartphone with either iOS (either iPhone 6s, iPhone 5s, or
iPhone 6) or Android (Samsung Galaxy Note 4), depending
on participants’ preference and background. For example, if
participants were iPhone users, we gave them an iPhone with
the password managers installed for the tests. If participants
did not have a preference (e.g., did not own a smartphone), we
arbitrarily chose a platform for them so both platforms were
tested roughly the same number of times.

Next, participants conducted the actual testing tasks: (1) create a new account on website #2, saving the password to the
password manager; (2) log into Website #2 with the password manager; (3) log into website #3 with existing login
information provided by our team, saving the password to
the password manager; and (4) log into website #3 with the
password manager. Every participant executed these tasks
twice – once for a password manager. We asked participants
to think aloud and express their thought processes. With the
participant’s consent, sessions were video and audio recorded.

Participant Recruitment

We recruited prospective participants via private email, mailing lists of local organizations serving people with visual
impairments as well as by phone. We also used snowball sampling (i.e., asking participants to refer us to other prospective
participants). Despite our efforts and our willingness to travel
to sites prospective participants chose (e.g., we drove about an
hour to see one participant in a rural area), we had a difﬁcult
time recruiting participants. We suspect this is partly due to
prospective participants ﬁnding testing new software to be
overwhelming. In order to have a larger pool of participants,
we contacted previous participants who had tested Prototype 1
of UniPass in the summer of 2015. In the end, 10 participants
(six blind users and four users with low vision) ﬁnished the
study and six of them (P2, P3, P5, P7, P9, and P10) had tested
Prototype 1 previously.

Post-Task Questionnaire

At the end of the test with each password manager, we asked
participants to complete a ﬁve-point Likert-Scale questionnaire about the password manager. We reused some groups
and questions from Chiasson et al.’s study [7]. We presented
the questions ungrouped and in random order for every session. We did not disclose the group of questions to users.
Participants were given statements such as “My passwords
are secure when using this password manager” and “This
password manager is difﬁcult to use” and then asked to rate on
a 1-5 scale how much they agreed with the statement, ranging
from “1 - Strongly Disagree” to “5 - Strongly Agree.”
In addition, we asked participants some mental model questions such as describing steps and where they thought their
passwords were stored. Next, we posed a scenario where they
would need to use a public library computer to reply to an
urgent email, further capturing their mental models and learning whether they would choose to use the password manager
in such case. We also asked participants whether they would
suggest any improvements for the system. Upon completing
the tasks with the two password managers, we asked users to
tell us which password manager they prefer. We asked them
which of the systems offered more security and convenience in
their opinion and, on a 1-5 scale, how likely they would start

Pre-Task Questionnaire

Before testing the password managers, we asked participants
questions about demographics, disability condition, personal
password management strategies, number of online accounts
and passwords, password sharing, knowledge of password
managers, devices used for the Internet, difﬁculties browsing
the web, and assistive technology used.
Tasks

Before beginning the testing portion of the study, we gave each
participant a brief introduction to password managers and an
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SuccessRate

using password managers after the study and to explain their
answers. We wrapped up by asking them whether they had
any suggestions to improve password managers in general.

UniPass had the highest success rate (97.3%) of completing tasks (e.g., create accounts, log into accounts), followed
by LastPass (83.3%) and StrongPass (68.7%). Speciﬁcally,
throughout the study, 36 out of 37 tasks were succeeded with
UniPass, 15 out of 18 tasks were succeeded with LastPass,
and 11 of out 16 tasks were succeeded with StrongPass.

RESULTS
Participants

We had a total of 10 participants who ﬁnished the study. In
terms of age, one participant reported in 20’s, two in 40’s,
three in 50’s, two in 60’s, and two in 70’s. Seven participants
were male and three were female. Six participants reported
being completely blind (P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, and P9), two
legally blind (P1 and P10), and two visually impaired with
limited eye-sight (P4 and P5). Our participants had various
backgrounds such as a consultant, a librarian and a reporter.
Six participants owned a smartphone: ﬁve owned an iPhone
and one owned a Windows Phone. Three participants reported
their smartphones as being their primary device for Internet
use. Four users reported using public/shared computers. Six
out of ten participants reported having more online accounts
than passwords, suggesting the reuse of passwords.

TaskCompletionTime

In terms of the task completion time, UniPass took the least
time, followed by LastPass and StrongPass. Figure 2 presents
the median of how long it took participants to complete tasks
using the three password managers of all test sessions1 . We
used the median to reduce the impact of outliers in the time
measurements. Considering all the tasks (i.e., summing up the
median time of tasks), UniPass (368.5 seconds) took approximately 13.9% less time than using LastPass (428 seconds) and
44.5% less time than using StrongPass (664 seconds).
EaseofUse

We now present participants’ perceptions of the three password managers. In terms of ease of use, several participants
appreciated that they do not need to remember or type their
passwords because of the password manager. Some participants liked having passwords on their phone for convenience
(StrongPass and UniPass). For instance, P1 talked about the
mobility of phones: “I like UniPass because it is connected
to your phone and your phone is with you more than your
laptop.” P1 preferred UniPass and mentioned the accessibility
of device paring: “[...] it is connected to your phone and it has
an auditory beep so you know when it’s connected.” P10 liked
UniPass because of the ease of ﬁngerprint scanning. He said
“UniPass. It was quick and sharp. [...] It uses the ﬁngerprint
and it works well, it’s quick.” However, he was also concerned
about switching to another device, saying “I don’t like the
idea of the phone being the only brain because if I invest time
and energy for the phone to be that device, what happens if I
upgrade to another phone? I wouldn’t want to reconﬁgure.”

ExposuretoPasswordManagers

None of the participants reported using a dedicated password
manager. Four participants had heard of dedicated password
managers before the study and their understanding was somewhat correct. For instance, P2 described password managers
as “software to remember passwords so you don’t need to remember them.” Two participants incorrectly thought password
managers as a feature provided by a website to remember a
user session. For instance, P7 explained “I guess Amazon has
a password manager. Bookshare has a password manager.
[...] a process that enables you to automatically go on and not
have to use a password.”
ReasonsNottoUsePasswordManagers

Three participants did not want to use a password manager
either because it is difﬁcult to learn or they prefer to control
their passwords themselves. For instance, P2 said it would be
time-consuming for her to ﬁgure out how password managers
work. P10 thought password managers are cumbersome. He
would use a password manager only for storing but not for
generating passwords. He added he would want to use a
password manager that works across multiple devices. P3
would rather keep control of his passwords himself, saying
“It’s like auto-complete. It will ﬁll in and I can’t see if it’s
correct. I prefer to type it.”

PerceivedSecurity

In terms of perceived security, participants differed in their
choice of password manager. P1 demonstrated more trust in
UniPass because it was protected by multiple authentication
factors. P1 said “UniPass offers more security because it uses
your phone and your ﬁngerprint so there are more steps to
complete.” Similarly, P10 perceived UniPass to be more secure
because of the use of ﬁngerprint. P3 thought UniPass to offer
more security because the credentials are stored locally on
the phone: “If the password is stored on the phone, UniPass
seems more secure than something secured on the cloud.” P2
thought StrongPass to be more secure, citing a similar reason:
“Probably StrongPass because it requires you to log into your
phone.” P4 considered both StrongPass and UniPass equally
secure by saying “Passwords are stored in comparable way.”
P5 stated that “UniPass offers enhanced security compared to
the normal process because it would connect to the phone not
the general network.” These statements conﬁrm Hayashi and
Hong’s [13] ﬁnding that proximity affects perceived security.

Performance and Perceptions of The Password Managers
OverallPreference

When asked about which password manager they preferred and
why, seven out of ten participants preferred UniPass for several
reasons. Two participants (P7 and P9) preferred LastPass
and one participant (P6) was not able to complete any of
the tasks. The two participants who did not prefer UniPass
were in the group of six participants who had tested Prototype
1 of UniPass in the preliminary user study. Although six
out of ten participants had previous experience with UniPass,
participants who have never used UniPass before (P1, P4, and
P8) were the most enthusiastic about our system. They also
preferred UniPass over the other system they tested.

1 P2’s times with UniPass for website #3 were not considered because
we did not have the video.
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Time (seconds)

664
600
428

385.5

400
233

222.5
200

122
30

53.5

LastPass
Create account and save password to PM
Log in with PM (2)

179
18

0

368.5

27.5

StrongPass
Log in with PM
All Tasks (sum of medians)

42.5

117
30

UniPass
Log in and save password to PM

Figure 2: Median time of successfully completed tasks with each password manager. Across all completed tasks, participants took 13.9% less time using
UniPass than LastPass and 44.5% less time than StrongPass in completing the tasks.

P7, an iPhone user, said “you are using the phone with a
computer. I don’t think I would be doing that. Maybe if I
were using somebody else’s computer. I guess I’m a little
bit up in the air about UniPass.” P7 added that he would
prefer LastPass by saying “Because I think I understand it a
little bit better. It’s a little simpler. I ﬁnd the phone a little
complicated. I think I got it right but at least that’s my initial
reaction.” While P7 preferred LastPass, he commented on
UniPass, saying “I feel it’s new. I feel I am going to have to
work at it. I have never used a public computer before. Never.”
P9 noted “I like LastPass because it’s the ﬁrst one we tested.
I’m not familiar with using an iPhone so it’s more challenging
for me to use UniPass.” P9 also perceived LastPass to be more
convenient, but added “but if I get comfortable with using an
iPhone then UniPass might be easier to use.”

However, P5 felt phones are not secure and thus preferred
LastPass, saying “LastPass because it is the only device that
you are using and not your phone. May be your phone is
easier to hack into. If the phone is easier to hack than the
website than there might be a backdoor.”
FeaturesforVisuallyImpairedUsers

The accessible features we incorporated into Prototype 2 were
well received by our participants. Participants were able to
complete the tasks without problems and within the shortest
time overall, even when compared to LastPass, where there
was only one device to interact with. We observed with the
other two systems, participants employed strategies such as
repeatedly pressing the TAB key until they found what they
were looking for (e.g., “Save site” bar of LastPass), asked for
verbal guidance (e.g., how to point the camera more accurately
in StrongPass, what to do next in LastPass), or asked us to perform the task on their behalf (e.g., enter the master password
in StrongPass, click the QR code button of StrongPass on the
address bar). These observations suggest that the compatibility of our system with the users’ assistive technology and
the design of features targeted at helping visually impaired
users helped our participants to have a seamless experience
with UniPass. P5 said UniPass is more convenient because
“it involves less manual labor. You don’t have to be clicking
and punching keys. It takes fewer steps to use the iPhone
because you don’t have to press keys and press the mouse, if
you count the steps you take there are fewer in the iPhone.” P8
was enthusiastic about the learning curve of UniPass, saying
“as a JAWS user it’s exciting that you can pick up something
really fast”, referring to UniPass’ accessible ease of use with
a screen reader that he is familiar with using. P2 said “[...] for
UniPass I don’t need to get used to it. It just works.” These
comments also suggest these accessibility features of UniPass
worked well for visually impaired users.

Problems, Comments and Suggestions

Immediately after completing the tasks for each password
manager, participants were asked whether they would have
any suggestions to improve the password manager.
UniPass

P1 and P2 praised the device pairing feature based on highfrequency audio tones. They found it enjoyable and easy to
use. P4 suggested a bigger scanner to read the ﬁngerprint
on the phone to simplify the authentication process. This is
related to a hardware speciﬁcation of the iPhone, yet clearly
demonstrates how users can have difﬁculties with biometrics.
Because UniPass implements accessible dialogs, every prompt
on the computer was read aloud by screen readers. However,
when users did not use a screen reader and instead relied on
screen magniﬁcation tools, participants experienced difﬁculties locating the prompts at the top left corner of the page.
When screen readers were not used on the phone and on the
computer, participants also missed feedback from UniPass,
which was designed to work better with screen readers.

WhyNotUniPass?

Two participants (P7 and P9) tested Prototype 1 of UniPass, but
still preferred LastPass mainly because LastPass only needs
one device or the participant did not have much experience
with smartphones. These two users also preferred not to use a
password manager when given a scenario where they would
have to log into their email account from a public computer.

Throughout the user tests, we noticed the most difﬁcult part for
participants involved opening the UniPass app on the smartphone, particularly for those not familiar with smartphones.
For this reason, we changed UniPass to remain open after each
password was sent to the computer or stored on the phone, simplifying participants’ user experience as they would only need
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due to the difﬁculty most users had when trying to unlock
StrongPass due to the time limit. The highest rated system
in Comfort Level with Giving Control of Passwords to a Program was also StrongPass (Mean=2.83, SD=1.27), followed
by UniPass (Mean=2.63, SD=1.15), and LastPass (Mean=2.0,
SD=0.85). The ratings in this category further support our reasoning about perceived security of StrongPass since most users
were not able to get into the system. The ratings in Perceived
Ease of Use were highest for UniPass (Mean=3.95, SD=1.27),
followed by LastPass (Mean=3.70, SD=0.82) and StrongPass
(Mean=3.38, SD=0.92), suggesting the UniPass accessibility
features could contribute to the ease of use for visually impaired users. UniPass was also rated highest in Perceived Necessity and Acceptance (Mean=4.08, SD=1.48), followed by
LastPass (Mean=3.57, SD=1.22) and StrongPass (Mean=3.17,
SD=1.17). Finally, the highest scores in Perceived Accessibility were given to LastPass (Mean=4.40, SD=0.70), followed by
UniPass (Mean=4.22, SD=0.65) and StrongPass (Mean=3.50,
SD=1.07). We suspect LastPass was rated highest in Perceived
Accessibility due to the fact that its process does not involve
the added complexity of a second device (i.e. the smartphone),
and because users never had to enter the master password.

to open the app the ﬁrst time. P10 was the only participant to
test the system with this change and liked it.
LastPass

P3 said LastPass could improve its accessibility to enable users
who rely on screen readers to fully participate. For example,
the prompt to remember the password is not instantly detected
by the screen reader, requiring users to navigate between the
links in order to ﬁnd the notiﬁcation bar at the top. P5 echoed
a similar sentiment by saying that LastPass should “put information in a visual part of the screen so that it is easier to
locate. I didn’t know where the bar was going to come up or
the size. It could be larger.”
LastPass’ prompt to remember the password was never accessible to the screen reader. All participants had to navigate
between the links of the page to ﬁnd the prompt at the end of
the page structure. This was very time consuming for all participants. Moreover, LastPass would take users to a separate
screen after choosing “Save Site” to remember their passwords.
This was an extra, time-consuming step for participants, who
had to navigate the ﬁelds and buttons to ﬁnd the “Save” button.
StrongPass

Mental Models

Many participants found StrongPass difﬁcult or even annoying
to use mainly due to its 60-second time limit to scan the
QR code. Such time limit would log users out of the app
automatically, impeding them from completing the tasks. For
instance, P2 said StrongPass “[...] is too hard for blind people.
It is a hassle and I would not use it.” P2 and P8 also could not
enter the master password on the phone or enter credentials
into the app because of the time limit.

We found most users (eight out of ten) were able to reasonably describe how to use each password manager when given
the scenario of logging into their email on a public computer.
However, for LastPass, participants could not describe how
it works precisely or they did not have a good understanding
about where their passwords were stored. For StrongPass and
UniPass, participants generally understood their passwords
were stored locally in their devices. Compared to StrongPass,
participants more accurately described the required steps and
the order of the steps in UniPass. We attribute the more accurate mental model of UniPass in part to informative and
accessible prompts such as “password encrypted and saved
on your phone,” “password successfully received from phone,”
and “do you want to log in with your phone?”

In addition, StrongPass requires users to enter their login credentials into the phone by typing on the touchscreen keyboard.
This was a very difﬁcult task for users with visual impairments.
P7, a blind user who owns an iPhone said in the pre-tasks questionnaire the most difﬁcult part of using the Internet on his
mobile device is typing a password. P10 suggested adding a
ﬁngerprint reader feature as an authentication option. In addition, StrongPass’ icon on the address bar of the browser was
not activated nor readable by the screen reader. The StrongPass user interface on the phone would require users to enter
the master password using a touchscreen keyboard with the
ABC layout instead of the QWERTY layout. In addition to
the different layouts, users were supposed to enter the master
password by swipe-connecting the letters, which was inaccessible when the screen reader was on. There were cases in
which participants gave up and the researchers had to enter the
master password, scan the QR code or enter credentials on the
phone. These cases were considered failed attempts and thus
not considered in the results of task completion time.

While most users were able to reasonably understand the process for each password manager, ﬁve out of ten participants
thought creating a new online account was a requirement of
the password managers. Even though we included a task to migrate an existing account to a password manager, this was the
common understanding among the users. We suspect this was
because users were asked to create an account for two out of
the three websites tested for each password manager, causing
them to think creating an account as a system requirement.
Acceptance of Password Managers and Suggestions

After completing the test with each password manager, users
were given a scenario where they would need to use a public
library computer to reply to an urgent email. They were asked
whether they would use the password manager or would prefer
to enter the password manually on the public computer when
logging into the email service. Three out of ﬁve who tested
LastPass chose to use the system over manual entry. Two out
of four users who tested StrongPass preferred using StrongPass
over manual entry. Eight out of nine users who tested UniPass
chose to use the system.

Comparative Subjective Ratings of Password Managers

When analyzing the data from the post-task survey, we discovered mixed results with different top performing password
managers in each group. We calculated the mean and standard
deviation of answers to all questions in each category. The top
performer in Perceived Security was StrongPass (Mean=3.88,
SD=1.46), followed by UniPass (Mean=3.72, SD=0.89) and
LastPass (Mean=3.70, SD=0.82). We suspect this could be
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By the end of the study, users were asked to rate on a 1-5 scale
whether participating in the study had changed their eagerness
to start using password managers and to explain why. The
average rating given by the participants for this question was
4.44 and the median was 4. P1 said “I would consider it because it would be an easier way to do it but I would be nervous
to do it on my own without training ﬁrst.” P2 mentioned a
hacking incident where she thought stronger passwords and
a password manager would have protected her. P3 said that
although he would be keen to using password managers, “the
systems could be unreliable and possibly cumbersome to set
up.” P4 said she would be very eager to use password managers now because she did not know about them before and
she found them to be “wonderful.” P8 said participating in
the study with the password manager had motivated him to
start using a smartphone. P10 said the study has made him
“reconsider based on how well UniPass worked with the iPhone
ﬁngerprint reader.” We believe our participants’ reported eagerness to start using a password manager is an indication
that password managers are a promising approach for visually
impaired users.

prompts and messages throughout the process help users construe a correct mental model of the system. Users with visual
impairments may not be able to fully take advantage of password managers if they impose time limits to complete tasks.
Our participants also enjoyed the alternative to device-pairing
offered in UniPass via high-frequency audio tones.
We also found choosing to implement other authentication
factors (e.g., biometrics) over implementing a master password
into a password manager contributed to increased perceived
security. Users verbally expressed their preference for UniPass
as a more secure system because the system was based on the
smartphone and because the system used the ﬁngerprint sensor
to share the login information with the computer.
Because we left the set-up task out of the study, we suspect
most users did not realize the security and usability implications of typing the master password for LastPass on a public
library computer in the email scenario.
We believe users were able to more accurately construe mental
models of UniPass and StrongPass due to the fact that the login
credentials were being transferred from one device to another.
The process of LastPass was more abstract to users since it
was not clear how their credentials were being managed.

When asked whether they had any suggestions for password
managers in general, participants complained about the time
limits of StrongPass. The success rate for tasks with StrongPass was greatly affected by the time limit imposed by the
system. P1 suggested making the systems easier to learn by
suggesting that “they could have more tutorials.” P5 suggested
password managers to make prompts and messages more evident in order for users of screen magniﬁers to easily locate
them. Finally, P10 suggested password managers should be integrated into the browser with the goal of them being available
on more computers.

We also observed a point of conﬂict where the presence of
visual elements (e.g., buttons and graphics) would hinder the
experience of users who are blind while improving the experience of those with low vision. We had to carefully change the
user interface as to not add clutter and distractions for users
who rely on screen reader software while providing enough
visual clues for those with low vision who use screen magniﬁcation and other assistive technologies. This resulted in
changes such as adding audio feedback throughout the workﬂow, making dialogs appear close to the mouse pointer in
order for users zooming in to a speciﬁc part of the screen to
not have to look for prompts on the top of the screen, and
adding subtle graphics to help users who do not use screen
readers know what to do and expect.

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that password managers are a promising
authentication approach for users with visual impairments.
Our participants also preferred UniPass. UniPass and StrongPass are more complex whereas they require a second device
to participate in the process of logging into a website, compared to LastPass, which does not need this second device.
This may explain why users rated LastPass higher in Perceived
Accessibility. In addition, participants never had to enter their
LastPass master password because we conﬁgured the browser
extension on their behalf.

Our work sheds light on how password managers could be
more accessible and appealing to visually impaired users. Our
user interface design focused on accessibility greatly helped
participants learn and understand UniPass. We also observed
participants found a password manager to be more secure
when it combined the possession of the phone with biometrics (e.g., ﬁngerprint scanning in UniPass). It was evident in
our evaluation participants preferred to enter passwords on the
computer instead of on the smartphone’s touch screen. Furthermore, when authentication to the phone relied on a visual task
(e.g., swipe-connecting letters and numbers in StrongPass), it
was nearly impossible for participants to complete the task due
to conﬂicts with the screen reader. The features in UniPass
designed for both blind users and users with low vision were
well received, contributing to better performance and highest
overall preference. The only feature not used was opening the
app via voice command. The cases where participants had
difﬁculties using our system were either because they had no
prior experience with a smartphone (P9) or found it hard to
deal with the computer and the phone at the same time (P7).

Even though UniPass requires dealing with the smartphone
and the computer at the same time, on average users performed
the authentication tasks faster with UniPass than with the other
password managers, suggesting that the accessible features in
UniPass helped users cope with the more complex workﬂow
as compared to LastPass, which simply ﬁlls in the login form
automatically when the page is loaded.
We also learned from the study about the perceptions of users
with visual impairments toward password managers. Based
on the feedback from the users who tested UniPass for the
ﬁrst time in this study, we believe a minimalistic approach to
designing password managers can help users learn and understand password managers. We also believe more informative
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When comparing our system to prior work [3, 13, 20], UniPass
differs in its accessibility focus and few software and hardware
assumptions (thus better deployability). UniPass takes a minimalistic approach to password managers, including only the
steps necessary to log in. We also note that our system makes
fewer assumptions about software installed on the computer,
leveraging as much as possible of the Web APIs available on
modern browsers. For example, instead of installing software
on the computer, our system can be supported by either a
browser extension, a bookmarklet or a JavaScript library. In
addition, our system does not rely on a dual-possession approach as seen in Tapas [20], thus entrusting the authentication
task only to a single, personal smart device.

validity of the results. However, given the formative nature of
the study, the close observation and think aloud protocol are
desirable because they allowed us to understand participants’
mental models and challenges in using password managers.
These insights are valuable in understanding these users but
also in informing future designs of password managers.
While usability/accessibility is our top priority, security is
equally important. We have performed a preliminary security/threat analysis of UniPass but do not present the detailed
results here due to limited space. A common security technique is to derive an encryption key from the master password
and/or other user information and use this key to protect sensitive user information [18]. UniPass currently has a limitation
because the system does not involve using master passwords.
However, we argue that a master key for each user or session
could be derived from data used for authentication (e.g., from
smartphone sensors) as well as from the one-time text token
generated for each session, or a combination of both. Several
studies have evaluated the security of password managers by
exposing vulnerabilities and making security recommendations [18, 22, 25]. We plan to further evaluate the security of
UniPass using these recommendations.

Study and System Limitations

Due to the practical difﬁculty in recruiting users with visual
impairments in our geographic area, we recruited six participants who had tested an earlier version of UniPass during the
summer of 2015. This prior experience with UniPass could
give this particular password manager some advantage in the
user evaluation. To mitigate this prior experience, we provided
two training tasks for all three password managers before participants conducted the actual testing tasks. Upon completing
the training tasks, all participants expressed conﬁdence in
their familiarity with the password managers before jumping
into the actual tasks. Therefore, we are reasonably conﬁdent
participants had comparable experiences with all three password managers before the actual testing. Four participants
who tested UniPass for the ﬁrst time were also positive about
their user experiences. While we did not tell our participants
which system is ours to avoid potential social desirability bias
(e.g., participants only say good things about our system to
avoid confrontation), these six participants probably knew
we designed UniPass, even though it was named differently
in the 2015 tests. Nonetheless, the two studies were about
one year apart and Prototype 2 of UniPass had signiﬁcantly
changed from Prototype 1, thus the learning effect should be
limited. Testing both versions of UniPass could give it advantages, however, ﬁve out of these six participants still provided
constructive criticism about UniPass.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We designed UniPass, a smart-device based password manager
for visually impaired users. We tested UniPass with visually
impaired users alongside LastPass and StrongPass in order
to understand how these users perceive and receive the different password managers as well as their preference among
these password managers. Our results show that participants
using UniPass took the shortest time to log in, and the majority of our participants preferred UniPass over LastPass and
StrongPass. More generally, our results suggest that password
managers are a promising approach to web authentication
for visually impaired users. To improve UniPass, we plan to
support other authentication related tasks such as logging out
and changing/resetting passwords. Future research can also
explore other sensors on smartphones as well as behavioral
biometrics, providing multiple authentication options to smartphones to address the different user needs [9] and enabling
continuous and passive authentication [8, 14].

The study was designed to randomize the order of password
managers in each session, but due to a mis-communication
within our team, UniPass was always tested the second. This
could give UniPass advantages or disadvantages. For instance,
one participant said he liked LastPass because it was the ﬁrst
password manager he tested.
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We did not include the set-up of the password managers as
part of the study because this would be quite time-consuming
for the participants. We chose to focus on testing the actual
usage of password managers. The entire testing session took
about two hours for participants to test two password managers, which is already quite long and tiring for participants.
Nevertheless, we plan to include this step when conducting a
summative evaluation of UniPass.
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